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The present invention relates to improvements 
in hose reel apparatus and has particular refer 
ence to hose reel construction which is particu 
larly adaptable for use on tank vehicles employed 
in the delivery of fueloil, gasoline and the like. 
_ An object of the invention is to provide a hose 
reel apparatus of generally improved design. 
Another object of the invention is the provi 

sion of a hose reel apparatus which is con 
structed to enable manual or motor operation. 
A further object of the invention is the provi 

sion of a hose reel apparatus designed so that 
the size thereof may be varied to accommodate 
hose of varying length. ` 

Still another object of the invention is the 
provisionv of a hose reel apparatus which may 
be quickly and easily assembled or disassembled. 
A still further object of the invention is the 

provision of a hose reel apparatus oi' the afore 
said character which may be mounted for oper 
ation in various positions. 

Still another object of the invention is the 
provision of a hose reel apparatus oi' the above 
character which is durable in construction and 
efficient and reliable in operation. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 

will become apparent as the description pro 
gresses. 
In the accompanying drawings forming a part 

of thisspeciñcation and in which like numerals 
are employed to designate corresponding parts 
throughout: 

Figure 1 is a top plan view of the assembled 
apparatus, 
Figure 2 is a side elevational view of the same 

partly broken away to illustrate interior con 
struction, Y 

Figure 3 isa longitudinal section taken on line 
3-3 of Figure 2, 
Figure 4 is a fragmentary transverse section 

taken approximately on line l-l of Figure 3, 
Figure 5 is a fragmentary detail section taken 

on line 5_5 of Figure 4, l 
Figure 6 is a transverse section taken on 'line 

6--3 of Figure 4, y i 

Figure 'I is a transverse section taken on line 
1-1 of Figure 3, 
Figure 8 is a fragmentary section taken on line 

8--8 of Figure 7, 
Figure 9 is a detailed perspective view of a 

bearing member, ` 
Figure 10 is a fragmentary elevational view as 

viewed from line |0||i of Figure 8, and 
Figure 11 is a fragmentary longitudinal section 

taken on line I I-I | of Figure '1. 
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Referring in detail to the drawings, wherein 
for the purpose of illustration is shown a pre 
ferred example of the invention, R generally des 
ignates a substantially cylindrical reel composed 
of complementary end sections |5 each of which 
embodies a plurality of spaced longitudinally di 
rected ribs formed at the inner end with an in 
wardly directed flange I6. At the outer end oi' 
each section I5 is formed a perforated disk I1. 
When assembled in reel forming arrangement 
the end reel sections |5 are attached to an in 
termediate reel section I8 provided with flanges 
|9 complementary to the nanges I6. These sec 
tions are firmly connected in assembly by rods 
20 extended through registering openings in the 
flanges and releasably secured by nuts 2| thread 
ed on the ends of the rods. 
Designed for horizontal mounting at each side 

of the reel and to project substantially forward 
thereof are a pair of complementary side frame 
sections F, each of which embodies a longitudi 
nal channel-shaped bar 22 formed at the for 
ward end with an apertured bearing lug 23 and, 
exteriorly of the lug, with a vertically extending 
boss 24 provided with a through bore to accom 
modate therein a fastening stud 25. At the rear 
end of each frame section F is formed a cylin 
drical hub 26 provided with a pair of vertical 
bosses 21 having through bores designed to ac 
commodate fastening studs 28. - In the outer end 
of each of these hub members is fitted a circular 
plate 29 fastened to the hub by studs 30 and 
having a central opening 3|. The inner portion 
of the plate ‘29 is shaped to form an annular 
recess in the form of a counterbore relative to 
the opening 3| to carry therein a ball bearing 32. 

'.As shown to advantage at Figures l and 3, the 
pair of complementary hubs 26 is assembled in 
transverse Valignment and house concentrically 
therein a pair of aligned tubular shaft sections 
33 and 34. Each'of these sections is formed with 
an interiorly threaded opening 35 at the outer 
end, journaled in the bearing 3'2, these members 

\ extending axially through the hubs and into the 
end reel sections l5. The inner portions of these 
sections are integrally secured to the end reel sec 
tions by substantially radial we‘os 36 firmly uniting 
the shaft sections with the reel. The inner end 
portion of the sections 33 and 34> is shaped to 
form an end wall 3l and an angular passage 38 
forming an L-shaped passage in conjunction with. 
the main bore, the said angular passage extending 
radially of the reel and opening at the side of 
the tubular section, which is formed with a 
tapered outwardly protruding boss 39 thereat. 
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Upon the outlet boss of one or both of the tubu 
lar members 33 and 34 is fastened an open end 
of an arcuate U-fitting 40 mounted so that the 
opposite open end is offset transversely. The end 
of the fitting 40 attached to the shaft section is 
formed at opposed sides with flanges 4| adapted 
to be seated on corresponding flanges 42 at op 
posed sides of the radial outlet 38. These comple 
mentary flanges are provided with registering 
openings adapted to receive therethrough the 
threaded end portions of U-shaped fastener rods 
43 adapted to be lfitted in grooves on the tubular 
section for tightly mounting the fitting t0 there 
on. On each of the tubular sections 33 and 3:3 
is keyed or otherwise fastened a bevel gear ed 
mounted to mesh with a bevel pinion 415 secured, 
by a pin 48, on the rear reduced end di of a shaft 
48. A hub on the pinion 45 is rotatably mounted 
within a bearing sleeve B9 formed at the for 
ward wall portion of each hub section 26. 
0n the tubular member 3,4 is slidably fitted an 

annular clutch sleeve 50 formed with inwardly 
. directed keys slidable in grooves provided longitu 
dinally on the exterior of the shaft 3d.A The ex 
terior of the clutch element 50 is tapered toward 
the outer end for detachable engagement with the 
inner tapered portion of an annular worm gear 
5|. A coil spring 52 sleeved about the inner por 
tion of the section 34 and bearing against a ñange 
53 on the clutch functions to yieldingly force the 
clutch outward for frictionally engaging the worm 
gear 5| with the shaft section. The clutch may 
be selectively adjusted through the medium of a 
shifting yoke 54 mounted to span the upper inner 
portion of the clutch element in coacting rela 
tion with the ñange 53 thereon. This clutch 
actuating yoke is formed with a transversely ar 
ranged sleeve 55 having a non-circular through 
bore designed to slidably engage the inner non 
circular portion 56 of an operating rod 51 slid 
able and rotatable in a bearing sleeve 58 and 
formed at its outer end with a right angular op 
erating handle lever 59. On the inner end of the 
rod extension 5B is sleeved a coiled compression 
spring 50 bearing against a washer on the rod so 
as to yieldingly urge the same to an inward 
position. On the outer portion of the rod -51 is se 
cured a pin 6| having a radially projecting part 
engageable with notches on the outer end portion 
of the bearing sleeve 58 for setting the clutch in 
desired position. 
Each of the shafts 48 is mounted so that the 

forward end portion is journaled in the bearing 
lug 23 and is formed with an outwardly project 
ing extension '62 of non-circular lcross section 
.adapted for engagement with a hand crank '63. 
On the intermediate and forward portions these 
shafts carry collars 64 and 6‘5 secured in fixed 
position thereon. Between the collar 64 and the 
bearing 48 the shaft is externally screw threaded 
as indicated at 66 and engages a threaded clamp 
l1 having an arm 6‘8 projecting laterally from 
the shaft through a slot B9 in each frame section 
for a purpose which will hereinafter appear. The 
forward portion of each of these shafts is formed 
with a spiral groove 10 extending from the collar 
$4 to a point short of the forward end. 
On each of these shafts is slidably mounted a 

U-shaped bearing bracket 1| preferably com 
posed of divided sections secured in assembly by 
bolts 'I2 and having one arm 13 shaped to form 
a bearing sleeve slidably and rotatably fitted upon 
the shaft. The opposite rear arm of the bracket 
is formed with an enlarged sleeve 14 having 
mambo need therein the cylindrical hub por- i6. 
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2,301,208 
tion 15 of a bevel gear 16, rotatable and slldable 
upon the shaft 48. The gear 16 of each bracket 
is disposed to mesh with a bevel gear '|'| having 
a stub shaft journaled in a bearing 18 in the trans 
verse bearing aperture in the body of the bracket, 
this stub shaft having a square reduced exten 
sion ‘i9 slidably -ñtted into a correspondingly 
shaped socket at the end of a rotary exterlorly 
threaded shaft 80. As shown to advantage at 
Figures l, 3 and 7, the transverse rotary shaft 80 
is externally screw threaded to form both right 
and left hand threads. Parallel with and rear 
wardly of the shaftl ‘80 is mounted a guide rod 8| 
removably fitted in sockets in the complementary 
end brackets '| I . 
On the shaft 80 is mounted a sleeve 82 having 

a smooth interior bore and shaped to removably 
carry a fitting 83 embodying a disk-shaped body 
having formed on a concaved inner face 0d there 
of an arcuate bearing ridge B5. In depressions 
in this ridge are seated a plurality of, in the 
present example three, ball guides 36 partially 
projecting from the ridge to effect connection 
with the external threads of the shaft dit. The 
sleeve 82 is formed with depending parallel arms 
8l. at the top and bottom portions of which are 
formed forwardly projecting apertured bearing 
ears 88. In vertically opposed pairs of ears d8 
are secured the vertical shafts 89 of a. pair of 
rollers 90. Between the top and bottom portions 
of the arms 81 are mounted transversely arranged 
roller shafts 9| adapted to support thereon tubu 
lar rollers 92. These roller shafts are detachably 
held in position by a plurality of resilient locking 
strips 93. As shown to advantage at Figure 'l 
this construction provides a rectangular-shaped 
guide opening having horizontal and vertical 
marginal rollers providing an eñcient hose sup 
port. Projecting rearwardly from the sleeve 82, 
at each end thereof, is a yoke 9d designed to slid 
ably engage the rod 0| to prevent annular dis 
placement of the sleeve and the roller guide 
structure suspended therefrom. 
On a rearwardly projecting bracket 95 of one 

of the side frame sections F is mounted, by a 
pivot connection 96, an electric drive motor @l 
having a worm 98 secured on the forwardly pro 
jecting end portion of its drive shaft, said worm 
being mounted to mesh with and drive the worm 
gear 5|. In a, position in advance of the reel 

, connection with this frame section is mounted a 
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switch box 09 having connected thereto the con 
ductors |00 in circuit with the motor @l and a 
battery or other source of electrical current. This 
switch device is provided, at the top, with a 
manually operable toggle lever |0| and at its 
under side with any suitable known switch actu 
ating means operable by an L-shaped operating 
lever M2. At the front side the switch device is 
provided with a yieldingly projected switch con 
trol button |03 mounted so that it is in circuit 
closing position when extended and operable by 
the arm E8 to a. retracted circuit opening posi 
tion. 
To the hub portion 15 of each of the drive gears 

'I6 is connected a, pair of ball followers ind pro 
jecting inwardly thereof to engage the spiral 
groove 'I0 of each shaft 48 for longitudinal move 
ment of the roller guide assembly. 
To the outer end of the fitting 40 is securely 

connected by a suitable union |05, the inner end 
of a hose |06 trained from its inward position in 
the reel through a guide channel |01 formed on 
one of the reel ribs, at an inclination to the rib, 
and having an exterior lip |08 designed to firmly 
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grip'the hose. This guide structure is shaped 
so that the inner portion of the hose is directed 
onto the reel in a gradual spiral, as shown to 
advantage at Figure 6, and to prevent abrupt 
curvature or bending thereof.Á 
When the apparatus is mounted on a tank 

truck or the like the complementary side frame 
sections F are fastened on suitable base elements 
by the studs 28 and 28. Assuming that the reel 
apparatus is to be employed in the arrangement 
shown at Figures 1 and 2, and the hose is in'fully 
wound position on the reel, suitable extension of 
the hose may be effected by pulling the same 
through the suspended guide device or by opera 
tion of the mechanism through the medium of 
the crank 88, depending on the size of the appa 
ratus. To rewind the hose the operator closes 
the circuit through the motor by turning the 
operating lever |02 or by movement of the toggle 
lever IM of the switch to energize the motor. At 
such time the clutch lever 51 is positioned so 
that the spring 82 forces the clutch sleeve 80 .into 
connecting engagement with the worm gear 8l so 
that the motor drives the reel shaft sections and 
the reel in a counter-clockwise direction as viewed 
from Figure 2. Through rotation of the reel 
shafts the bevel gears 44 and 48 function to ro 
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tate the side shafts 48, in opposite directions, " 
which initially 'act to slide the transverse guide 
assembly rearwardly of the frame through co 
action of the follower elements |04 of the hubs 
15 with the spiral grooves 18. When the slidïable 
shaft supporting structure is brought to a posi 
tion against the collars 84 the shafts 48 rotate 
the gears 16 and, through the medium of the 
complementary gears 11, actuate the externally 
threaded shaft 80. This shaft causes the de 
pending guide structure to slide back and forth 
in a transversely reciprocating movement in 
timed relation with the revolution of the reel 
so as to automatically guide the hose in proper 
winding convolutions on the reel R. During 
such winding operation one of the shafts 48 
causes rearward sliding movement of the arm 
68 which, upon completion of the winding opera 
tion, contacts and depresses the switch button 
|03 to automatically» open the circuit and stop the 
operative movement of the actuating mechanism. 
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Reverse movement of the actuating mechanism ~ ' 
effects forward adjustment of the guide struc 
ture and similar transverse movement of the 

_ guide device. 

In as much as the apparatus is particularly 
adapted for use upon oil carrying tank vehicles 
and such vehicles usually carry manifold valves 
and meter equipment below the apparatus it is 
advantageous to provide for inward and outwardV 
sliding movement of the guide carrying trans 
verse shaft 80. Thus, when the hose is extended 
the guide shaft is moved radially from the reel 
in order that Athe depending outer loop portion 
of the hose is held clear of the valve and meter 
equipment therebelow and, during winding of the 
hose, the guide support shaft is held outwardly 
until the winding operation is nearly completed 
when it is released and is moved radially inward 
with reference to the axis of the reel while the 
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operator engages and supports the hose end con- Y 
nection fitting to prevent undue vibration there 
of. This retraction of the transverse side sup 
porting shaft enables support of the hose so that 
thefitting onthe outer end is held in a position 
within the compass of the frame so as to obviate 
objectional extension or projection of the hose 
fitting. 
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It is to be noted that the winding operation, 

as well as the unwinding of the hose, may bel 
effected manually by crank rotation of either of 
the longitudinally extending shafts 48 if so de 
sired or if a motor is not provided. Further 
more, it will be readily apparent that the device 
may be transposed or turned in reverse upside 
down position to effect an overwinding opera 
tion of the hose in cóntradistinction to the un 
derwinding shown in the drawings and that parts 
may be interchanged to widen the apparatus for 
accommodating varying lengths of hose. Such 
enlargement would require the replacement of 
the center reel section I8, the ~guide actuating 
shaft 88 and the guide rod 8i by elements of in. 
creased length, if the modification is to be made 
with a view to accommodating a hose of greater 
length. '. y 

It is to be understood that the form of my in 
vention herewith shown and described is to be 
taken as a preferred example of the same and 
that various lchanges relative to the material, 
size, shape and arrangement of parts may be re 
sorted to without departing from the spirit of 
the invention or the scope of the subjoined claims. 
Having thus described my invention, I claim: 
1. In hose reel apparatus of the character de 

scribed, a pair of longitudinal side frame sec 
tions having transversely aligned hubs at their 
rear ends, a reel having a plurality of trans 
versely divided detachably connected sections 
mounted between the framesections, a pair of 
tubular shaft sections attached to the reel and 
projecting axially therefrom, a longitudinally ex 
tending shaft ;lournaled in each frame section, 
drive gearing connecting the said longitudinal 
shafts with the tubular shaft sections, a pair of 
complementary brackets mounted to slide axially 
on the said longitudinal shafts, a guide support 
shaft journaled transversely on the said brackets, 
a roller carrying guide device mounted on the 
transverse support shaft and movable axially 
thereon in reverse directions during rotation of 
the shaft, gear mechanism for rotating the trans 
verse support shaft through the medium of the 
longitudinal shafts, and means yfor driving the 
shafts and gearing connections for simultane 
ously rotating the guide support shaft with the 
reel shaft sections. 

2. Inhose reel apparatus of the character de- 
scribed, a pair of longitudinal side frame sections 
having transversely aligned hubs at their rear 
ends, a reel having a plurality of transversely 
divided detachably connected sections mounted 
between the frame sections, a pair of tubular 
shaft sections attached to the reel and projecting 
axially therefrom, a longitudinally extending 
shaft journaled in each frame section, drive gear 
ing connecting the said longitudinal shafts with 
the tubular shaft sections, a pair of comple 
mentary brackets mounted to slide axially on the 
said longitudinal shafts, a guide support shaft 
journaled on the said brackets arranged trans 
versely of the frame sections, a roller guide de 
vice mounted on the transverse support shaft 
adapted to slide axially thereon in reverse direc 
tions during rotation of the shaft, gear mecha 
nism for rotating the> transverse support shaft 
through the medium of the longitudinal shafts, 
an electric motor, worm gear mechanism hav 
ing driving connection with the said motor, and 
a selectively operable clutch for releasably con 
necting the worm. gear mechanism with one of 
the tubular shaft sections. 

3. In hose reel apparatus comprising a pair 
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of complementary support frame sections, a hose 
winding reel rotatably journalled on the frame 
sections in transversely extending position, a 
longitudinally extending drive shaft journalled in 
each frame section, gearing connecting one end 
of each longitudinal drive shaft with an end 
portion of the reel, a pair of brackets mounted 
to slide axially on the said longitudinal shafts, 
a. guide support shaft journalled on the said 
brackets and extending transversely of the frame 
section in a position spaced longitudinally from 
the axis of the reel, gear mechanism for effect 
ing drive connection between the longitudinal 
shafts and the transverse shaft and a hose guide 
device mounted on the said transverse shaft and 15 
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movable axially thereon in reveree direction upon 
rotation of the shaft. 

4. In apparatus of the character described, a 
support frame, a reel rotatably mounted on the 
said frame, a radially disposed shaft mounted at 
each side of the reel, a bracket mounted for lim 
ited sliding movement on each radial shaft, a 
transversely disposed guide carrying shaft jour 
nalled in the said brackets, mechanism for ro 
tating the said radial shafts with the reel, and 
means driven by the said radial shafts operable 
to move the transverse shaft radially of the reel 
and to eñect rotation of the transverse shaft 
during rotation of the reel. 

RICHARD J. GEAR. 


